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Gerhard ULRICH
October 30 2017
Avenue de Lonay 17
1110 Morges
021 801 22 88 – catharsisgu@gmail.com
Mr. et Mrs.
Guy et Caroline PARMELIN
En Mély
Jakob GUTKNECHT

1183 Bursins

The affair of the Vaudois Farmer Jakob GUTKNECHT
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm

See enclosed hard copies
Dear Mrs. PARMELIN, Dear Mr. Federal Councillor PARMELIN,
On August 31 2002, the Freemason Claude BUDRY set fire to the farm of his neighbor
Jakob GUTKNECHT and his own adjacent house at Nonfoux VD/CH. Subsequently,
GUTKNECHT has been wrongly condemned for alleged negligence. Four scientific
expertises have excluded any fault concerning the storage of badly dried hay, which
could have resulted in its self-ignition.
However, BUDRY cashed in ˃ 2 millions of CHF in insurance idemnities. With this
embezzled money, he has had a castle built for himself. Since we were denouncing this
Freemasonic plot on the Internet, as well as by a massive distribution of flyers, BUDRY
filed a complaint for alleged infringement of his honour, and I am now facing a court
procedure. Consequently, let’s celebrate my 14th penal trial!
This time as well, the discipline of the secret societies, protecting their members, will
leave the Judge Véronique PITTET no other other choice than to condemn ULRICH, in
spite of the truth, which should result in an unequivocal exoneration. PITTET will simply
barricade herself behind the excuse of the enforced condemnation at the cost of
GUTKNECHT (res iudicata). This is nothing other than a forged document, since the
first Judge had refused to mandate experts, specialized in this matter. This means that
pen pushers had decided that a self-ignition of hay occured. Subsequently, the cantonal
judges swept away the appeal requests, and blatantly ignored four scientific expertises.
The Judge in Yverdon will refuse to call the scientific experts as my disculpatory
witnesses to court. Through this process, justice may well be peverted, but the truth will
not be concealed and PITTET will face some unforeseen revelations.
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You are probably interested by farmers’ solidarity to follow the issue of this trial.
Obviously you cannot show up as a Member of the Federal Government as an observer
at the trial. Separation of powers ! However, you could possibly delegate your brother
to attend.
Date : Monday, November 27 2017, from 9 a.m. onwards
Location: Tribunal d’arrondissement, rue des Moulins 8, CH-1400 Yverdon-lesBains
It may be useful for you, as a Federal Councillor, to become acquainted with the
dysfunctioning of the judiciary system, prevailing in reality.
Respectfully yours

Gerhard ULRICH of Gunalingen

Enclosures:
Bitter Pill for the Freemasons, hard copy.
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm

It goes without saying that it would be more conclusive to read this meticulously
compiled file on the Internet, since there you find all the relevant documents.
Caution: bluewin/Swisscom and Citycable are censuring illegally our Web
portals. One can circumnavigate censorship by entering via the Proxy
https://kproxy.com/

There, you can enter the address of the censored site, and you will have access.
Your computer is lying to the system that it is abroad.
Letter of February 7th 2017 to the Petition Commission of the cantonal Parliament
VD (the finger prints of the criminal arsonist)
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_2017-02-07_petitionVD-e.pdf
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